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Across 

2.    George Winslow also played the part of Teenie  
       in this 1952 Cary Grant movie (four words)  
4.    Barnaby's occupation  
5.    Barnaby says (to explain why Lois has her leg  
       up on the couch), "Well, Miss Laurel was just  
       showing me her ________ ."  
7.    In December of 1953, Marilyn Monroe  
       appeared in the first edition of this magazine.  
13.  A place providing opportunity for  
       experimentation, observation, or practice in a  
       field of study  
14.  An anthropoid ape of equatorial Africa that is  
       smaller and more arboreal than the gorilla  
15.  Barnaby Fulton is working on a formula that  
       restores _____ in his lab.  
16.  Barnaby's name when he and the little boys are  
       playing Indians (two words)  
17.  Charles Coburn also plays the part of Richard  
       Walker in this 1939 Cary Grant movie (three  
       words)  
18.  Barnaby tellls Edwina, "You're only old when  
       you forget you're _____ ."  
       19.  Marilyn Monroe was born under the name  
       of Norma Jeane _________ .  
20.  ______ is the name of the chimp that escapes 
from her cage in Monkey Business.  
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Down 

1.    The number on the front of Esther's clothing  
3.    Another film (1942) where Ginger Rogers plays 
       opposite Cary Grant (four words)  
6.    The older (the equivalant of eighty-four human 
       years old) monkey's name  
8.    After drinking the formula, Barnaby buys some  
       ______ socks to go with his new plaid jacket.  
       They have a geometric knitting pattern of  
       varicolored diamonds in solid and outline  
       shapes on a single background color  
9.    Esther, the chimp, puts a youth restoring  
       formula into the ____________ . (two words)  
10.  Blond Lois Laurel (Marilyn Monroe) tells         
       Barnaby that her boss has been complaining  
       about her ___________ and so she's careful to  
       get there before nine.  
11.  This well known blonde was one of the most  
       popular movie stars of the 1950s. Monkey  
       Business is the only Cary Grant movie that she  
       was in. (two words)  
12.  A 1938 movie also directed by Howard Hawks  
        (three words) 

 


